When the Ming dynasty fell in mid-seventeenth-century China, literati and scholar-officials took the tonsure and became monks on a scale unprecedented in any previous dynastic transition. 1 Despairing at the state of the world and not wishing to shave off most of their hair, cultivate the queue, or alter the cut of their robes in symbolic submission to the conquering "barbarian" Manchu-Qing regime, they opted to avoid political confrontation and perhaps achieve some peace of mind by entering clerical Buddhism. Besides, having often lost their lands, homes, and families, many Ming loyalists had few options but to reside in abbeys and monasteries-or so the common view goes. Relatively seldom does one encounter men who took physical and mental refuge in Daoist communities, 3 even though clerical Daoists were not required to shave their heads and even though, under conditions of renewed alien subjugation, many intellectuals viewed Daoism as more acceptably Chinese than the "foreign" religion of Buddhism.
4
On the face of things, it may well seem that the explanation for this contrast lies simply in the healthier condition of the Buddhist establishment, compared to the Daoist, at the end of the Ming.
5 While both Buddhism and Daoism had suffered from increased governmental control and from withdrawal of court patronage after periods of especially egregious political influence during certain reigns, imperial disfavor toward Daoism (especially the Quanzhen school, compared to the Zhengyi ) had been more severe and consistent. , in Mingmo Qingchu xueshu sixiang yanjiu (Taipei: Taiwan xuesheng shuju, 1991), 73-77. 5) Brook, in Praying for Power, states at one point (114, without source citation) that Daoist monasteries numbered "less than a tenth of Buddhist monasteries" in the late Ming. In the chapter that focuses on Zhucheng , Shandong, he finds that in the seventeenth century this county had five Daoist and twenty-one Buddhist religious institutions (238), making a ratio of less than one to four in that locale. 6) e worst case of religionists' involvement in Ming imperial rule occurred during the reign of Shizong , the Jiajing emperor (r. 1522-1567). Known as "the Daoist
